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PERI UK’S TRAINING ACADEMY GAINS CISRS ACCREDITATION 

 

PERI UK’s first-ever scaffolding training centre has gained CISRS accreditation.  

PERI’s Construction Training Academy, based in Brentwood, will deliver CISRS COTS, 

SSPTS & BASE courses, Scaffolding Awareness and Scaffolding Inspection courses in 

both Peri-Up and tube & fittings.  

Although purpose-built to support increasing demand in the south, the facility is 

equipped to meet a variety of training requirements for customers around the UK. 

Training Academy Manager, Mark Holmes, said: “We are very excited to be able to 

offer the same high-quality course content we have delivered so far, now in our very 

own training facility. It’s a fantastic opportunity for PERI to be able to deliver its 

scaffolding expertise alongside its formwork offering, making trainees aware of just 

some of the benefits of our systems. 

“Receiving accreditation means we can now focus on customising our training 

services, with the support of our fully-equipped facility, to ensure we deliver an 

experience our customers will benefit from the most.” 

David Mosley, CISRS Managing Director and NASC Director of Training, said: “We are 

really pleased to provide PERI UK’s new training centre with CISRS accreditation, 

which provides some positive news in these difficult times.  

“We’re sure this facility will prove to be a huge success and wish Mark and everyone 

involved the very best of luck.” 

ENDS 

 
For more information please contact enquiries@cisrs.org.uk 
 
Notes to Editors: 
The Construction Industry Scaffolders Record Scheme (CISRS) has been the industry recognised scaffold 
training scheme for over 40 years. 
It is the preferred scaffolding qualification of all the major organisations including CSCS, NASC, HSE, 
Build UK, UNITE and the largest scaffold systems manufacturers. 
The scheme, established in the 1960s, has 66,000+ CISRS card holders in the UK & 6,500+ OSTS card 
holders overseas. 
For more information please visit www.cisrs.org.uk 
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